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The analyti approa h of va uum (Brunel) heating me hanism is generalized to the ase of large atomi lusters
irradiated by a super-intense femtose ond laser pulse. The hydrodynami luster expansion is taken into a ount
in this approa h. Simple universal expressions are obtained for the absorbed laser energy by a luster and for
the radius of an expanding luster. The absorption of laser energy and the luster expansion are determined by
only one dimensionless eld parameter.
PACS: 36.40.- , 32.80.Rm

obliquely by p-polarized laser pulses, a group of hot
ele trons ould be heated to a relatively low Maxwellian
temperature. Another group of hot ele trons with
higher energies ould be produ ed by nonlinear resonant absorption if there was a thin layer of preplasma in
front of the target surfa e. Ele trons produ ed by the
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption pro ess are known
as thermal ele trons and have energies less than 1 keV
at modest laser intensities. The ele trons generated
by resonan e absorption and the other nonlinear resonant absorption are alled hot ele trons, and have mu h
higher kineti energies. The energy absorption and the
hot ele tron generation in the intera tion of p-polarized
femtose ond laser pulses with Aluminum solid targets
have been studied. The laser delivered 150 fs pulses and
produ ed a peak irradian e of 8  1015 W/ m2 at the fous. The measurements suggest that va uum heating
is the main heating me hanism for hot ele trons with
high energies.
It is learly seen from other experimental data [4℄
that in the ase of irradiation of solid targets by a ppolarized laser, the outgoing ele trons are extra ted
from the riti al surfa e by the Brunel absorption on e
in the laser os illating period be ause the ele tron
bun h length is almost equal to the laser wavelength.
The laser wavelength and the intensity were 1 m and
2  1018 W/ m2 , respe tively, in these experiments.
The third heating me hanism is the elasti ree tions of inner ele trons from the luster surfa e [5; 6℄.
2 =2! 2 at
The absorption of laser energy is equal to Fin

1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid developments in intense ultrashort laser te hnology have opened a new regime of laser  luster intera tion, in whi h intense laser pulses deposit their
energy into solid targets faster than the hydrodynami
expansion of the luster surfa e o urs. Hot ele trons
in laser  luster plasmas an be generated by dierent
absorption or a eleration me hanisms under dierent
experimental onditions. At low laser intensities, inverse bremsstrahlung is the main absorption me hanism, whi h depends on the ele tri al ondu tivity asso iated with ele tron mean free path omparable to
the interatomi spa ing inside the luster [1℄. This absorption strongly de reases as the laser intensity inreases.
Brunel [2℄ proposed that high-intense p-polarized
laser pulses in ident obliquely on an atomi ally abrupt
metal surfa e ould be strongly absorbed by pulling
ele trons into va uum during an opti al y le and then
returning them to the surfa e with approximately the
quiver velo ity. This is the so- alled va uum heating
pro ess.
Re ently, hot ele tron generation was studied at
high intensities [3℄. Hot ele tron spe tra and X ray spe tra from the bremsstrahlung radiation, when
hot ele trons undergo de eleration in solid targets,
showed that when smooth solid targets were irradiated
* E-mail: krainovonline.ru
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Here, Ve is the ele tron thermal, or quiver, velo ity inside the luster. This me hanism is ee tive only near
the Mie resonan e when the Mie frequen y
!Mie

p

= !p = 3

is equal to the laser frequen y ! during the luster expansion. Then Fin an be larger than the external laser
eld strength F , resulting in large values of Ve : Far from
the Mie resonan e, we obtain
Fin





!
!Mie

2

F
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It follows from [7℄ that for lusters with radii larger
than 10 nm, only a small amount of ele trons leave the
luster, i.e., the Coulomb explosion me hanism is not
realized, and hydrodynami pressure of the free ele tron gas inside the luster is the dominating me hanism
for luster expansion. The se ond requirement for fulllment of the hydrodynami approximation is that the
laser pulse duration is large ompared to the time between the neighboring ele tronele tron ollisions. In
the opposite ase, a parti le-in- ell des ription is required. This means in pra ti e that the laser intensity
should be a nonrelativisti quantity, be ause relativisti
ele trons pra ti ally do not ollide with ea h other (and
with atomi ions) during a femtose ond laser pulse.
In this paper, we report a theoreti al study on hot
ele tron generation in the intera tion of superintense
femtose ond laser pulses with large atomi lusters.
The va uum (Brunel) me hanism is generalized to the
ase of large atomi lusters with the hydrodynami
luster expansion during the laser pulse taken into a ount. Femtose ond laser pulses are needed for experiments with lusters in order to prevent fast luster deay before the peak of the laser pulse. A simplied version of the va uum heating of ele trons for deuterium
lusters was onsidered in [8℄. However, this approa h
did not take the s reening ee ts at the ele tron eje tion into a ount. Besides, the a quired ele tron kineti
energy was estimated only qualitatively. Finally, luster expansion and multiple inner ionization of atomi
ions were not onsidered in [8℄.

ea h ollision in the presen e of laser eld (analogously
to the indu ed inverse bremsstrahlung at the ollision
of an ele tron with an atomi ion). Here, Fin is the
ele tri eld strength inside the luster. The system
of units me = e = 1 is used throughout the paper.
Then the average ollision rate  is determined from
the ele tron motion inside the luster:


òîì

 F:

We see that the ollision rate  de reases as the luster
size R in reases.
Inverse indu ed bremsstrahlung and va uum heating are very dierent heating me hanisms. Ele tron
heating at the inverse indu ed bremsstrahlung is proportional to the duration of the laser pulse. An ele tron a quires twi e the os illation eld energy at ea h
ollision with an atomi ion; but inside the luster, the
ele tri laser eld is mu h less ompared to the external
laser eld, be ause the ele tron density in the luster is
higher than the riti al density. The a quired ele tron
energy at ea h ollision is therefore small, but large absorption in experiments o urs due to large duration
of a laser pulse at the leading edge of this pulse. At
the trailing part of the laser pulse, the ele tron plasma
be omes sub riti al, and the external laser eld freely
penetrates the entire luster. The doubled os illation
energy be omes large, but the luster begins to expand
so qui kly that the rate of ele tronion ollisions beomes very small, and there is no ele tron heating at
the trailing edge. If now the duration of laser pulse is
only 50 fs, then there is no time for many ele tronion
ollisions. Oppositely, the va uum heating me hanism
operates only with the external laser eld, be ause an
ele tron is eje ted from the luster, is heated by the
external laser eld, and returns to the luster (where
the internal laser eld is negligibly small). Therefore,
even a small number of ele tron eje tions during the
leading part of the femtose ond laser pulse results in
large ele tron heating.

2. VACUUM HEATING

To des ribe the Brunel energy absorption by a large
atomi luster, we rst onsider ea h small part of the
luster surfa e as a plane irradiated by a superintense
femtose ond laser pulse. This is valid if the ex ursion
length F=! 2 of a free ele tron eje ted by laser eld from
the luster is less than the luster radius R. Here, F
and ! are the eld strength amplitude and eld frequen y, respe tively. For example, if R = 20 nm (the
number of Kr atoms is Na = 4:7  105 in su h a luster),
~! = 1:5 eV (Ti:Sapphire laser), then the peak laser intensity should be less than 51016 W/ m2 (F < 1:2 a.u).
In pra ti e, the inequality
F=! 2

R

an be also permitted, be ause an ele tron is eje ted
from the luster with zero velo ity, and therefore it
moves and returns to the luster along the same urved
ele tri eld line.
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of the laser period 0 < t < =!: The (l + 1)th ele tron
feels the total ele tri eld strength F (t)+ Fl (t); where

Free ele trons are produ ed at the leading edge of
the laser pulse due to a single-ionization pro ess. The
lo al oordinate x is assumed to be dire ted along the
normal to the luster surfa e, and x > 0 is the region
inside the luster plasma. Inside the liquid luster matter, the plasma frequen y
!p

Fl (t) =

p

is large ompared to the laser frequen y ! , and hen e
the external ele tri eld pra ti ally does not penetrate
the luster. Here, ne is the ele tron number density.
In addition, we assume that the luster is su iently
large, su h that the outer ionization an be negle ted,
unlike in the ase of inner ionization [9℄. A ording
to the Bethe rule for barrier-suppression outer ionization [9℄, the harge of the luster ion (i.e., the number
of eje ted ele trons) is
Q = 4Fin R2 :

 R:

dvl
dt

This inequality is usually fullled be ause !p  !:
For example, in the ase of a Kr luster, we have
ne = 2:0  10 3 a.u. for single ionization, and
!p = 0:160 a.u.  ! = 0:055 a.u. If R = 20 nm, the
above inequality is violated only when Fin > 10 a.u
and F > 100 a.u.
Following Brunel's approa h [2℄, we assume the va uum region for x < 0, where the normal omponent of
the in ident linearly polarized laser eld
F (t) = F

= F0 exp

vl (t) =

xl (t) =

2

F

ni (xi )dxi

(1)

sin !tl :

=

F

(2)

(sin !t sin !tl )

F
!

[ os !t

os !tl + !(t

F
!2



(sin !t sin !tl )

tl ) sin !tl ℄ :

! (t

2

+ !2 (t

(3)

tl )

os !tl +


tl )2 sin !tl :

(4)

The time instan e for the return of the lth ele tron
inside the luster is determined from the universal impli it equation xl (t) = 0; or

F=! 2 < R  ;

sin !t sin !tl = ! (t

where  is the laser wavelength. As the eld in reases
for t > 0; ele trons are pulled out during the rst half
ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 (7)

i=1

We an integrate Eq. (3) to obtain the position of the

is the Gaussian envelope of the laser pulse and  is the
pulse duration. The ree ted eld F (t) oin ides with
the in ident eld within the laser wavelength  from the
luster surfa e. We assume that the ex ursion length

7

l
X

lth ele tron under the initial ondition xl (tl ) = 0:

sin !t
t2 =

= 4

(l  1, and hen e there is no real dieren e between
the numbers l and l + 1). We an integrate this equation to obtain the velo ity of the lth ele tron under the
initial ondition of a old eje ted ele tron vl (tl ) = 0:

is present on the surfa e. Here,
F

i=1

di

The last relation follows from the statement that the
total ele tri eld vanishes on the luster surfa e,
F (t) + Fl (t) = 0 when t = tl and xl = 0. Thus, the total ele tri eld is equal to F (t)+ F (tl ) for the (l +1)th
ele tron. The motion of this ele tron is des ribed by
the Newton equation

3

(Ne is the total number of ele trons in the luster) orresponds to the requirement that
Fin =!p2

l
X

Fl (t) = Fl (tl ) =

The ondition of a weak outer ionization

= ne 4R
3

4

is the ele tri eld strength produ ed by the previously
eje ted ele trons and their images inside the luster, di
is the surfa e number density of the ith ele tron, and
ni (xi ) is the volume number density of the eje ted ith
ele tron (di = ni dxi ). The ele trons that are eje ted
after the (l + 1)th ele tron do not ontribute to Eq. (1)
be ause these ele trons and their images are on one side
of the onsidered (l + 1)th ele tron.
The quantity Fl is independent of the time t be ause
the ele tri eld produ ed by a uniformly harged plane
is independent of the distan e between this plane and
the luster surfa e. Hen e, putting t = tl in Eq. (1),
we obtain

= 4ne

Q  Ne

lusters : : :

tl )

os !tl
!2

2 (t
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Substituting Eqs. (3) and (8) in Eq. (6), we nd

30

Ee

20

3

= 4F!3 



2Z=!

[ os !t

os !tl + !(t
(t tl )2

=2!

10
2 0

0:5

1:5

1

tl

Ee

The universal dependen e of the returning time
on the time tl of the ele tron eje tion a ording to
Eq. (5)

Fig. 1.

Ee

=

vl3 nl dt:

"=

l

F!

os !tl :

(6)

Nr

nl (t) =

2 (t

t l )2

:

Ee
N

3F 2 ;
 )2
=
= (3F2!os
2
2!2

=2

=2
Z

N (2R sin )R d

0

= 3F2R

2

:

The number of free ele trons inside the luster is
Ne

(7)

p
= ne 4R
3 = 3

! 2 R3

3

:

We then have

Dierentiating Eq. (4) with respe t to tl at a xed value
of t and substituting the result in Eq. (7), we obtain
the quantity nl :

1

= 3F os ;

i.e., it is of the order of the ponderomotive energy (as
in a res attering pro ess for an atom [10℄, but with a
dierent numeri al oe ient). The maximum number of returning ele trons during one laser y le for the
whole luster is (also see Eq. (12) below)

The ele tron number density nl an be found by dierentiating Eq. (1) with respe t to tl at a xed value of
t and taking Eq. (2) into a ount:

= 4nl dxdtl (t) =

(10)

The averaged energy " of a hot ele tron is

=2!

dFl
dtl

(9)

= 4Fs = 3F4os  :

N

We an repeat all operations during the next laser period analogously to the above onsideration.
The absorbed energy over one laser y le per unit
square is given by [2℄
2Z=!

dt:

whi h is normal to the luster surfa e at ea h surfa e
point (under the ondition that the ele tri eld Fin
inside the luster is very small). Here,  is the angle
between the polarization of the linearly polarized laser
eld and the normal to the luster surfa e.
The maximum number of returning ele trons during one laser y le per unit square is

l

1
2 vl nl dxl = 2


= 8!
(3F os )3 ;
2

Fs

2
1
t 2  :
! t
!

2

3

where  = 0:75: In Eq. (10), we substituted the external eld strength F far from luster by the eld
strength at the luster surfa e

A nonzero (t 6= tl ) solution of this equation is possible
only in the interval 0 < tl < =2! (the rst quarter
of the laser period): We restri t ourselves the range
tl < t < 2=! ; t = tl when tl = =2! (no return),
but t > =2! when tl < =2!: The dependen e t(tl ) is
shown in Fig. 1. It is seen that small values !tl  1 orrespond to large values of the returning time t > 2=!:
We negle t their ontribution, although they slightly
distort the ele tron eje tion during the next laser period, be ause these ele trons have small ele tron density nl (see below Eq. (8)). The approximate solution
of Eq. (5) is then given by

X1

tl ) sin !tl ℄

The integral is done numeri ally, and Ee an be written
as



t

òîì

Nr
Ne

= 2!9F2 R :
p

For example, when R = 20 nm, F = 0:5 a.u (the peak
laser intensity is approximately equal to 1016 W/ m2 ),

(8)
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= 1:5 eV, and !p = 0:16 a.u. (single ionization of
atoms in the Kr luster), we obtain Nr =Ne  0:25: The
number of ele trons heated during the laser pulse an
be estimated by multiplying the quantity Nr =Ne by the
number of laser periods ! =2 = 54 (at  = 150 fs).
Thus, the on lusion an be made that all ele trons are
heated in the luster during the laser pulse.
The mean free time of ele tronele tron ollisions
inside the Kr luster,

The kineti energy of atomi ions in the spheri al layer
having the width dr is

!

ee

dEk

R

= p 3Te
4 2ne ln 

Ek

=2

I
0

3
os3 (2R sin )R d = 27
16! F :

2

:

and Na is the total number of atoms in the luster. The
time derivative of this energy gives the expansion work
produ ed per unit time:
dEk
dt

= 35 NaMa dR
dt

d2 R
:
dt2

(13)

A ording to Eqs. (12) and (13), the luster va uum
heating is determined from the energy balan e equation
dE
dt

(12)

R 3
= 27
16! F0 exp
2



3t2



2

3 N M dR d2 R ;
5 a a dt dt2

(14)

where E (t) is the total thermal energy of the heated
ele trons inside the luster as a fun tion of time t. The
luster expansion is determined from the Newton equation

3. CLUSTER EXPANSION

= n 3MPe R :

d2 R
dt2

The energy of laser radiation is rst absorbed by the
luster ele trons; then this energy transforms into the
kineti energy of the atomi ions. The luster expansion is a nonequilibrium statisti al pro ess due to high
expansion velo ities. Thus, the in reasing pressure of
the ele tron gas is not ompensated by the external
medium. Therefore, the well-known expression Pe dV
(Pe is the pressure of the ele tron gas) of the equilibrium statisti al physi s is not appli able for derivation
of the expansion work. Instead, we al ulate the variation of the kineti energy of atomi ions inside the
expanding luster. We assume that the velo ity of the
radial motion of atomi ions v (r) is a linear fun tion of
the radial variable r:
v (r) =

dR
dt

Na
= 43R
;
3

na

(11)

R2



We took into a ount that the number density of atomi
ions is

We now integrate I over the luster surfa e. The
power W absorbed by the entire luster is given by
W

Z
2
3NM
= 4r2 na Ma2v (r) dr = 10
a a
0

(ln   10 is the Coulomb logarithm), is larger than
the pulse duration  = 150 fs for the ele tron temperature Te > 1:5 keV during the laser pulse. Therefore,
there is no Maxwell distribution among ele trons during the femtose ond laser pulse [11℄. The kineti energy
of the heated ele tron in the peak of the laser pulse is
" = 3F 2 =2! 2  2:5 keV at F = 0:5 a.u.
The absorbed power I per unit square of the luster surfa e an be found by dividing Ee over the laser
period 2=!: Thus,

=2
Z

2
= 4r2 na Ma2v (r) dr;

where Ma is the mass of an atomi ion and na is the
number density of atomi ions. The total kineti energy
of luster ions an be obtained by integration over r:

3=2

27 F 3 os3 :
I=
162 !

lusters : : :

a

a

(15)

The ele tron pressure is
Pe

= 23E
:
V

This expression is also valid for nonequilibrium pro ess
of the luster expansion. The ele tron pressure an be
produ ed by both the ele tronele tron ollisions and
elasti ree tions of ele trons from the luster surfa e
(the latter o urs for high-energy ele trons). Hen e,
d2 R
dt2

where

dR r
:
dt R

99

Na

= M 2NE R ;
a a

= na V =

(16)
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10
R(t)

10

6

E(t) 5

2

0

2

1

0
t

–1

The universal dependen e of the luster radius
(in units of the inital luster radius R0 ) on time
units of the pulse duration  ) for dierent values
of the eld parameter s (Eq. (17))

dR
dt

1) = R0 ;
E(

=0

at t !

E

–2

V (t)
7
6
5

1;

4
3
2

We introdu e the dimensionless radius R=R0 ! R;
the dimensionless time t= ! t; the dimensionless ele tron energy
Ma Na R02

–1

The universal dependen e of the absorption energy E (t) (in units of Ma Na R02 =2 2 ) by a luster on
time t (in units of the pulse duration  ) for dierent
values of the eld parameter s

1) = 0:

2 2

0
t

Fig. 3.

is the number of atomi ions in the luster. Equations (14) and (16) are to be solved jointly under the
initial onditions
R(

1

–2

Fig. 2.

R(t)
t (in

2

1
2

0

! E;

4

6

8

10

12

s

The nal velo ity of the luster expansion V (t)
as a fun tion of the eld parameter s as t +

! 1

Fig. 4.

and the dimensionless eld parameter
s=

27(F0  )3 :
16!MaNa

(17)

Then the dimensionless universal equations an be
written as
dE
= sR2 exp(
dt
d2 R
=E
dt2
R

3t ) 65E
R
2

dR
;
dt

V

(18)

and the initial onditions be ome
R(

1) = 1;

dR
dt

=0

at t !

1;

E(

luster does not hange the obtained results. It dereases the average energy of a hot ele tron only. It
follows from Eq. (18) that the velo ity of luster expansion

1) = 0:

It is seen that the va uum heating of luster ele trons and the luster expansion are determined by only
one universal dimensionless eld parameter s, Eq. (17).
In Figs. 2 and 3, the fun tions R(t) and E (t) are shown
for various values of the parameter s: It should be noted
that the multiple inner ionization of atoms inside the

and

=
= dR
dt

onst as t ! +1;

E (t ! +1)  t 6=5

!0

due to adiabati ooling of the luster ele trons after
the end of the laser pulse.
In Fig. 4, we present the nal dimensionless velo ity
of the luster expansion V (t ! +1) as a fun tion of
the eld parameter s at t ! +1: It is seen that this
dependen e an be approximated by the simple linear
dependen e V = 0:8s.
For the laserKr luster intera tion at F0 = 1 a.u.,
R0 = 20 nm, and  = 100 fs, we nd s = 7:0: Then
V = 5:6 a.u. In the usual units, we nd V = 5:6R0 =: It
100
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then follows that V  1:1 nm/fs, whi h is in agreement
with Fig. 3 in Ref. [12℄ for the same values of the parameters. Hen e, in this example, the maximum kineti
energy of Kr ions is approximately equal to 530 keV.
Thus, most of the ele tron heating energy transforms
into the energy of luster ion expansion; the kineti
energy of the heated ele tron in the peak of the laser
pulse is
"=

3F 2  10 keV
2!2

at F

= 1 a.u.

4. CONCLUSION

The hydrodynami expansion of large Xe lusters
(1:5  105 atoms per luster) was observed at the irradiation by a laser pulse with the peak intensity approximately 1016 W/ m2 [13℄. The duration of the laser
pulse was  = 200 fs. The authors also took the asymmetri pressure of the laser eld into a ount in addition to the hydrodynami pressure. It an be ee tive
at plasma resonan e when the Mie frequen y oin ides
with the laser frequen y. The eld pressure produ es
an asymmetri luster expansion.
Ele tron kineti energy spe tra were measured
in [14℄ from the intera tion of Kr and Xe lusters with
a high-intensity 800 nm femtose ond laser pulse. The
sizes of lusters were 104 and 2  106 atoms per luster.
The peak intensity was 5  1016 W/ m2 at the shortest
pulse duration  = 50 fs. The uto in the ele tron
energy spe trum was found to be at " = 6 keV. A ording to our approa h, the uto for ele trons inside
the luster is
"=

3F02  14 keV:
!2

The dieren e is explained by a de rease of the ele tron energy due to the adiabati de rease of the laser
eld strength when the laser pulse turns o (in a ordan e with the Lawson  Woodward theorem, see also
[15℄). This ooling is onrmed by numeri al simulation [16℄ of the intera tion of a Xe luster with a laser
pulse ( = 780 nm,  = 260 fs, 4  1015 W/ m2 ).
Hot ele tron generation by the va uum heating proess has been studied in the intera tion of 150 fs, 5 mJ,
800 nm p-polarized laser pulses with solid targets [17℄.
The measurements have suggested that the va uum
heating is the main heating pro ess for hot ele trons
with high energies. The energy of the va uum-heated
hot ele trons has been found to be higher than the

lusters : : :

predi tion from the s aling law of resonan e absorption. Parti le-in- ell simulations have onrmed that
hot ele trons are mainly generated by the va uum heating pro ess under ertain experimental onditions.
Spe tra of energeti ele trons in the 100 keV range
were measured from the intera tion of intense femtose ond laser pulses with lusters of xenon or argon [18℄.
The intera tion of 28 fs pulses with luster targets revealed quite dierent results with respe t to the applied
laser intensity. At the laser intensity 1016 W/ m2 , the
absorption by xenon lusters was about 25 %; however,
at the laser intensity 1017 W/ m2 , the laser energy absorption drasti ally in reased to 78 %, and the e ient
oupling between the laser pulse and luster target produ ed ele trons with the energy as high as 500 keV. The
estimated hot ele tron temperatures ranged from about
30 to 90 keV depending on atoms.
The Mie resonan e is ee tive only during a very
short time (23 fs) be ause of the very fast luster expansion. Therefore, a short in rease of the laser eld
at the resonan e does not result in signi ant ele tron
heating. The Mie resonan e only appears in the selfsimilar expansion model in [1℄, and results from the
al ulation of the dipole moment. In Fig. 7 in Ref. [1℄,
the ele tron energy as a fun tion of time has a sharp
and narrow peak be ause of the Mie resonan e. Then
the ele tron energy strongly de reases, su h that the
Mie resonan e does not a tually inuen e the nal ele tron heating in a ordan e with the on lusion in the
previous se tion.
In on lusion, the va uum me hanism suggested
by Brunel for irradiation of a planar solid surfa e by a
high-intensity laser pulse is generalized to the ase of
large spheri al lusters with the luster hydrodynami
expansion taken into a ount. The universal expressions have been obtained for the absorbed laser energy
by a luster and for the radius of the expanding luster
as fun tions of time. The absorption of laser energy
and the luster expansion are determined by only one
dimensionless eld parameter s, Eq. (17).
This work was supported by the International S ien e and Te hnology Center (proje t  2155), BRHE
(proje t MO-011-0) and by the RFBR (proje ts
 04-02-16499, 05-02-16383).
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